EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

COMMITTEE ON THE ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC HEALTH AND CONSUMER POLICY

Meeting

Tuesday, 29 April 2003, from 3 pm. - 6.30 pm. (1)
Wednesday, 30 April 2003, from 9 am. - 12.30 pm. and 3 pm. - 6.30 pm.

PHS 3 C 50
Brussels

DRAFT AGENDA

Tuesday, 29 April 2003, 3.00 p.m.

1. Adoption of draft agenda PE 328.785

2. Chairman's announcements

3. Food safety: genetically modified food and feed [GONC]
   ***II T07440 -( COD010173 - A5-0225/02 )
   ( COD010173 - C5-0133/03 ) PE 328.769
   Rapporteur: Karin SCHEELE
   ° Consideration of draft recommendation
   ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 07/05/03

   ***II T07446 -( COD010180 - A5-0229/02 )
   ( COD010180 - C5-0131/03 ) PE 328.784
   Rapporteur: Antonios TRAKATELLIS
   ° Consideration of draft recommendation
   ° Deadline for tabling amendments
5. The sulphur content of marine fuels (amendment of Directive 1999/32/EC) [GONC]
   **I T08103 -( COD020259 - COM(02)0595 - C5-0558/02 )**  
   Rapporteur: Alexander de ROO
   - Adoption of draft report
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 02/04/03
   Opinion: ITRE A
   RETT A* (BAKOPOULOS Emmanouil - GUE/NGL)
   **PE 319.417**

6. A scheme for greenhouse gas emission allowance trading within the Community (amendment of Directive 96/61/EC) [MAGN]
   **II T07587 -( COD010245 - A5-0303/02 )**  
   Rapporteur: Jorge MOREIRA DA SILVA
   - Consideration of draft recommendation
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 06/05/03

7. Food additives other than colours and sweeteners (Amendment of Directive 95/2/EC) [SCHU]
   **I T08114 -( COD020274 - COM(02)0662 - C5-0577/02 )**  
   Rapporteur: Maria del Pilar AYUSO GONZÁLEZ
   - Consideration of draft report
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 07/05/03

**Wednesday, 30 April 2003, 9.00 a.m.**

8. Appointment of rapporteurs and draftspersons - decisions on PE 328.785/ANN procedure

9. Protection of animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes (amendment of Directive 86/609/EEC) [DERE]
   **II T07605 -( COD010277 - COM(03)0019 )**  
   Rapporteur: Caroline JACKSON
   - Consideration of draft recommendation
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 06/05/03
10. Transboundary movement of genetically modified organisms [DERE]

Rapporteur: Jonas SJÖSTEDT
- Adoption of draft recommendation
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 03/04/03


Rapporteur: Horst SCHNELLHARDT
- Adoption of draft report
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 03/04/03
PECH A* (HUDGHTON Ian Stewart - VERTS/ALE) PE 325.148/DEF

12. Hygiene and health conditions [PFEI]

Rapporteur: Horst SCHNELLHARDT
- Adoption of draft report
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 03/04/03
Opinion: ITRE A* (LUCAS Caroline - VERTS/ALE) PE 297.143/DEF
AGRI A* (AUROI Danielle - VERTS/ALE) PE 286.380/DEF
PECH A* (GALLAGHER Pat the Cope - UEN) PE 286.493/DEF

13. Protection of the marine environment: sustainable use of the seas and conservation of ecosystems (communication) [GONC]

Rapporteur: Laura GONZÁLEZ ÁLVAREZ
- Adoption of draft report
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 08/04/03
Opinion: PECH A* (McKENNA Patricia - VERTS/ALE) PE 325.164/DEF

14. Security of supply for petroleum products [KUGI]

Draftsperson: Johann KRONBERGER
- Adoption of draft opinion
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 09/04/03
Responsible: ITRE R (KARLSSON Hans - PSE)
Opinion: ECON
15. Security of natural gas supply [KUGI]

Draftsperson: Johann KRONBERGER
- Adoption of draft opinion
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 09/04/03
Responsible: ITRE R (MOMBAUR Peter Michael - PPE-DE)
Opinion: ECON

16. Taxation of passenger cars in the European Union [PFEI]

Draftsperson: Bernd LANGE
- Adoption of draft opinion
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 03/04/03
Responsible: ECON R (HONEYBALL Mary Rosamund - PSE)
Opinion: RETT

**Wednesday, 30 April 2003, 3.00 p.m.**

Oral questions to the Commission

17.1 O.Q. 12/03 by Mr Lund on consumer protection, health claims - forthcoming Commission proposals

DVR1107

- Exchange of views with Commission representative

17.2 O.Q. 10/03 by Mrs Paulsen on the dangers of DXP (Dextropropoxyphene)

DVR1103

- Exchange of views with Commission representative

18. Indication of the ingredients present in foodstuffs (amendment of Directive 2000/13/EC) [MAGN]

Draftsperson: Christa Barbara KLAß
- Consideration of draft recommendation
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 06/05/03

Draftsperson: Bart STAES
- Consideration of draft opinion
  ° Deadline for tabling amendments: 07/05/03
Responsible: RETT R (VERMEER Adriaan - ELDR)
Opinion: JURI ,ITRE...

20. Any other business

21. Date of next meeting

Wednesday, 21 May 2003, from 3 pm. - 6.30 pm.
Thursday, 22 May 2003, from 9 am. - 12.30 pm. and 3 pm. - 6.30 pm.

(1) Coordinators' meeting will take place after the Tuesday afternoon session